JANUARY 2-3, 2019 // A. GLENN HILL CENTER
BEGINNINGS & INTRODUCTIONS
COHORT FOUR, WORKSHOP 1

WEDNESDAY

8:00-8:30  LIGHT BREAKFAST
AGH 334

8:30-9:00  INTRO: GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER (SIT WITH FLCs)
• Learn about workshop goals
• Learn about Gateways' outcomes
PAUL KELTER
AGH 334

9:00-10:30 YOUR CLASSROOM NICHE...SURVIVING OR THRIVING?
• Develop strategies for effective classroom discussion and active learning
BILL McLAUGHLIN
AGH 300

10:30-10:45 BREAK

10:45-11:45 BACKWARD DESIGN PART 1
• Focus on terminology and the basics of goal-focused instructional design
• Work with FLC peers to apply concepts
JEANETTE HOFFMAN
AGH 334

11:45-12:30 LUNCH
AGH 334

12:30-3:15 EVIDENCE-DRIVEN PLANNING
• Learn about key evidence in support of active learning pedagogies
• Experience student-centered instructional approaches that align with the evidence
• Apply the literature to your individual teaching contexts
ERIKA OFFERDAHL
AGH 334

3:15-3:30 WRAP-UP
AGH 334

NDSU NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
BEGINNINGS AND INTRODUCTIONS
COHORT FOUR, WORKSHOP 1

THURSDAY

8:00-8:30  LIGHT BREAKFAST
           AGH 334

8:30-9:30 BACKWARD DESIGN GOAL SETTING
           AGH 334
           • Walk through an example of backward
design
           • Set personal goals for Gateways using
             backward design
           PAUL KELTER

9:30-10:30 WORK TIME (SIT WITH FLCs)
            AGH 334

10:45-12:00 BACKWARD DESIGN PART 2
             AGH 334
             • Learn how to align assessments with
course goals and session objectives
             LISA MONTPLAISIR

12:00-1:00 LUNCH
             AGH 334

1:00-2:00 WORK TIME
             AGH 334
             • Work on aligning assessments with
course goals and session objectives
             FLC LEADERS

2:00-3:00 INTRO TO COPUS
             AGH 334
             • Describe the role(s) of COPUS in
               Gateways and beyond
             • Learn how to read and interpret your
               COPUS information
             LISA MONTPLAISIR AND REBECCA DAVIDSON
               REICHENBACH

3:00-3:30 CLOSING SESSION AND EVALUATIONS
             AGH 240

OTHER UP COMING GATEWAYS EVENTS
• May 15-16, 2019 Workshop
• August 14-15, 2019 Workshop
• January 8-9, 2020 Workshop
• August 19-20, 2020 Workshop